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Employment Application
Unit Arms Rooms Licensing Compliance Checklist
Ammunition storage in arms rooms requires an approved explosive license
The FCoE Safety Office is the issuing authority
YES
NO
Is a record of a FS Fire Department inspection, conducted within the last year, on-hand.
Does arms room have two fire extinguishers, rated at least 10 BC, mounted on wall, serviceable and readily available? 
Does unit have the correct fire symbol displayed upon receipt of the ammunition? When ammunition is no longer being store the signs must be covered or removed.
Does the arms room have a current arms room (A&E) SOP, and access roster?
Does the unit have Ammunition Handlers that have been appointed on orders by their commander and meet all training requirements outlined in FS REG 385-64?
Has the armory team completed the Ammo-45 (DL) and Ammo 68 (DL) courses? 
Has all the above mentioned documentation been gathered for posting with the issued license in the arms room?
(POST SAFETY)
FS FORM 385-64-B , FEB 2023
PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE
Is the ammunition added to the property book for the duration of the license? A QASAS inspected item.
Has the unit prepared a memorandum requesting the issuance of a license for storage of authorized ammunition items in an arms room?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
NOTES:
NOTE: A copy of all the documents listed below will be available to any inspecting activity at the time of inspection.
Has the unit prepared a risk assessment (DD2977) for the arms room approved by the appropriate risk acceptance authority IAW FS Risk Acceptance Policy?
Has a current Security Construction Statement (DA Form 4604-R) been obtained and posted? (This document is valid for five years from the date of issue).
Is a record of an Installation Physical Security AA&E record inspection, conducted by the FS Office of the Provost Marshal within 18 months, on hand. 
NOTE: You must have all "YES" to be compliant with the license requirement.
The license will be relinquished by the QASAS after the inspection.
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